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Abstract
Objective: To explore the most dominant nations and highly cited authors on the topic of gynaecology and paediatric care (GPC) from
2013 to 2017 in Pubmed Central (PMC) using choropleth maps.

Method: Authors and their affiliated countries/areas were extracted from the PMC based on the keywords “Gynaecology and
paediatric care” in all fields between 2013 and 2017. Citations were based on articles indexed in PubMed Central (PMC) in 2018 and

preceding five years. Differences in citations among author clusters were examined using the bootstrapping method. Social network
analysis was performed to separate author clusters. A visual dashboard for the most-cited authors was shown on Google Maps.

Results: We observed that (1) the dominant countries with higher x-index were the United States (24.62), the United Kingdom

(10.87), and Canada (10.76), (2) the most frequently cited paper (PMID=26799652) was that with 976 citations since 2016 and
authored by Daniel J Klionsky with x-inex=24.84 from the US, (3) Differences were observed in bibliometric indices (p<0.05) among
author clusters.

Conclusions: The dominant nations were determined by the citation indices instead of traditional publications only. The
author-weighted scheme (AWS) applied in this study is unique for improving evaluation of individual research achievements (IRA)
in a fair and reasonable manner.

Keywords: Citation; Authorship collaboration; Google Maps; Social network analysis; PubMed Central; x-index

Abbreviations: AIF: author impact factor; AWS: authorship-weighted scheme; CI: confidence intervals; DC: degree centrality; IF:

impact factors; IRA: individual research achievement; PMC: PubMed Central; SNA: Social network analysis; VBA: visual basic for
application
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Introduction
Team work in science has been accompanied by a trend in the

numbers of authors included in article bylines. Many authors
[1-7] applied social network analyses (SNA) for exploring author
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[11,12] or bibliometric indices [14, 16-20] can attract the interest
of authors as much as JIF does annually in the academia. How to

apply an appropriate AWS [3,4] to track the dynamics of individual

scientific impact and quantify the co-author contributions in scien-

collaborations in publications. The dominant countries/areas in

tific disciplines is worth studying.

more than 860 articles were searched by the keywords “cited article

on x-index (see the next section), (2) the most frequently cited

science articles were found mainly from the United States and
Europe [8,9] based on publications also. As of January 30 in 2019,
or paper [title]” in Pubmed Central (PMC). None, but the two [3,4],
investigated individual research achievements (IRA) for authors

using an appropriate author-weighted scheme (AWS) for quantifying their contributions in article bylines.

Although many types of AWS [9-13] have proposed in the past, we

In this study, we aim to present (1) the dominant countries based

papers and authors, and (4) differences in metrics among author
clusters using SNA and the bootstrapping method as examination
approaches.

Materials and Methods

have not aware of any which can be observed and applied for fairly

Data sources
By searching the PubMed database in PMC, we downloaded 1400

liometric index. Despite h-index [14] is a simple and effective index

2013 and 2017. We applied an author-made Microsoft Excel VBA

allocating author credits and reporting author IRAs in scientific

disciplines. The second essential tool for addressing IRA is the bibthat has been widely used to evaluate academic output of scientists,

the h-index suffers from drawbacks, such as assuming all coauthors

contributing equally in an article [3,4] and difficult to differentiate
the IRAs among authors due to many with identical the integer hindexes [15].

Numerous metrics have been proposed for use to individuals in the
literature, such as x-index [16], g and Ag-index [17], Rh-index [18],

abstracts and the author countries/regions from papers published

with the topic of gynaecology and paediatric care (GPC) between
module to analyze the data-driven contents and present study

results. All papers published in PMC based on the type of article

were included regarding GPC. All other materials, such as letters to
editors, were excluded from this study. Due to all data downloaded
from PMC, the study required no ethical approval according to the
regulation of the Taiwan Ministry of Health and Welfare.

e-index [19], and h’-index [20]. However, the mostly preliminary

Four metrics proposed in this study
The h-index can be divided into three parts [19,20] (i..e, h-excess,

other. The dominant nations in scientific fields are also challenged

this study. The h-plus is derived from the h’-index(=h * h-excess/h-

challenge is to be incorporated with the AWS in use. Otherwise,
the IRA would be unfair and unreasonable when compared to each
by including publications only instead of involving both citations
and publications.

Pediatric gynaecology or pediatric gynecology in the British Eng-

lish spelling is the medical practice dealing with the health of the
vagina, vulva, uterus, and ovaries of infants, children, and adoles-

cents. Over 303 articles were retrieved from PMC using the key-

words “Pediatric gynaecology [MeSH Major Topic]’ on January 30,
2019. Whether the US and Europe are still dominant on the topic

of gynaecology and paediatric care is worth exploring this issue in
this study.

In June of every year, millions of academic scholars pay close

attention to the Journal Citation Reports ranking the journal impact

factor (JIF) for the each-indexed journal. No such author IFs (AIFs)

h-tail, and the h-square area. Many modified h-indexes have been

raised by author. The four (e.g., x.Ag, AIF, and h-plus) were used in
tail).Due to the contradiction in rational logic for the h’ possibly be-

yond h and h+1(e.g., h’=5, when h=2 and ratio-h= h-excess/h-tail=3),

the h-plus (=h+ratio-h/(1+ratio-h and let t =1 if t<1) was proposed
in this study. Accordingly, the h-plus value is always between h and

h+1(e.g., h-plus=2.75, when h=2 and ratio-h= h-excess/h-tail=3)
and can be complemental to h-index when authors with identical h
(called iso-hindex) [19, 20].

AWS for quantifying co-author contributions
We obtain the unique formula
for quantifying coauthor credits in each article. The AIF [11,12] is
defined as below:
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count frequency and total x-index in strata display distinctly
different, indicating most countries/areas with fewer research
In Eq. (1) giving the first (=exp (m), primary) and last (=exp (m-1)

corresponding or supervisory authors with more credits, where
m+1 = number of authors of an article. The summation for all

achievements in GPC. It is worth noting that the calculation of x-

index for each nation is based on the author x-index in descending
order.

co-author weights is equal to 1.0. If γ =0 was assigned to all
co-authors, all authors should share equal sizes of contributions to
the article, similar to the attached to all co-authors. In contrast, the

denominator and numerator in Eq. (1) were replaced with 1/i,
where i denotes the ordering of author names in an article. The AWS
is called harmonic allocation of authorship credit [17].

Social network analysis using Pajek software

In complying with the Pajek software requirements [22], this study

applied SNA [1-7] to cluster authors. Usually, the relation valued by
the weight is defined by the number of connections between the

two authors. The clusters can be determined by a specific algorithm
called degree centrality in Pajek.

Using bootstrapping sampling method to estimate 95%
confidence intervals
For comparing differences in metrics among author clusters, we

illustrated authors with the highest degree centrality (DC) in their
clusters as the representatives. The bootstrapping method [23] was

Figure 1: Using x-index to present the
choropleth maps around countries/areas.

applied to examine differences in metrics among author clusters. A

The Gini coefficient [3,26] ranging from 0 to 1.0 was applied to

metric of a given cluster. Thus, the difference can be determined by

the QR-code in the respective figure. Animated dashboards on

total of 1,000 medians retrieved from the median of the 100 random

cased were used to estimate the 95% confidence intervals (CI) for a
judging the two 95% CI bands separated from each other. .
Creating dashboards on Google Maps

We applied the author-made modules in MS Excel and the SNA in

Pajek to separate the author clusters. HTML pages were created for
Google Maps. All relevant bibliometric indices were linked to dashboards on Google Maps.

Results and Discussion

Task 1: the dominant countries based on x-index
The dominant countries with higher x-index were the United States
(24.62), the United Kingdom (10.87), and Canada (10.76). A simple
legend at the right bottom side in Figure 1 shows the proportion
of counts in countries/areas around the world, which was rarely

reported in traditional choropleth maps. Two cumulative lines of

interpret the disparity(=0.90, the higher, the worse) of the counts

among strata in Figure 2. Interested readers are suggested to click
Google Maps were particularly designed for readers who can examine the x-index for each nation/area in Figure 1 when the nation/area is clicked.

Task 2: author collaborations clustered using SNA in comparison with metrics

The top ten author clusters are shown in Figure 3, in which we can
see the most number of authors are gathered at the left top side
with 7167 authors represented by the author van der Ralf J P Valk

from Netherland, indicating the closer in relations within a cluster
and the less in collaborations between clusters.

Task 3: comparisons of differences in metrics among author
clusters

The differences in metrics (i.e., x index, h-plus, Ag, and AIF) were
found (p <.05), as shown in Figure 4 when any two 95% CI bands
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were separated from each other. The cluster represented by the
author Bostjan Leskovar has the lower impact factor among the
clusters, as shown in the bottom panel of Figure 4. However, the

highest h-plus and x index is the author cluster of “Alan Barrett”
(n=14), which indicates relatively higher metrics in the median.

One article with 2467 coauthors has been cited 976 times in
PMC.

Figure 3: The top ten author clusters dispersed on a dashboard.
Task 4: the most frequently cited papers and authors
The most frequently cited paper (PMID=26799652) [27] was that
with 976 citations since 2016 and authored by Daniel J Klionsky

with x-inex=24.84 from the US, at the right top side in Figure 5. If the
bubble was clicked, a series of metric appear in a box showing that

the weighted citable=0.63 with a single article as the first author,

the weighted citation=616.95= 976* 0.63, AIF=617, Ag=616.95,
h-index=1, g-index=1, x-index=24.84=√1*617, h-plus=1.96, ratio-

h=24.82. Other authors can be examined by clicking the bubble of
interest.

Discussions
According to Hirsch [14], the impact factor (i.e., citations/publications, in Eq. (2)) usually rewards low productivity and penalizes

high productivity, as shown in the button size Figure 5. The IRA

cannot be measured by either publications or citations alone. The
combined effects using bibliometrics mentioned above have certain

disadvantages and limitations, such as assuming all coauthor con-

tributions equal and allocating more weights on either outputs or
citations. If h-index was applied, we suggest using the h-plus first,
followed by the x index, h-plus index, or impact factor, as shown in
Figures 5, in accordance to the preference of a research institute.

We have illustrated the use of AWS onto quantifying coauthor contributions in an article. The suggested AWS in Eq. (1) [3,4] that im-

plies giving more importance to the first (=exp (m), primary) and
the last (=exp(m-1) corresponding or supervisory) authors. The
others (middle authors) have thus made smaller contributions to
the articles. As such, Vavryčuk’s combined weighted scheme [10]
(or harmonic credits [1]) is a special case of AWS we mentioned in
Figure 2: Legends to complement the choropleth map.

Eq. (1). For example, replacing the denominator and the numerator

with 1/i that can be a harmonic type of AWS, where i represents the
ordering of author names.
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We are surprised at findings on the GPC topic in PMC. Three ar-

Fifth, the data were extracted from PMC, which is different from

(PMID=26799652) [27] mentioned above, the other two with

(Elsevier, Netherlands) or even the Google Scholar. The results for

ticles [27-29] were named with over 2000 coauthors, 2467, 4107,
and 4107, respectively. Except for the most highly cited paper

PMID= 25673413 and 24097068 [30,31] were cited 520, and 611
times, respectively. Interested readers are recommended to read
those articles with more citations in references.

other studies applying those common citation databases, such as
the Scientific Citation Index (Thomson Reuters, US) and Scopus
the most frequently cited authors and countries might vary if other
databases were used.

Figure 5: The most cited authors on a dashboard to display.
Figure 4: Comparison of metrics among author clusters.
Limitations
Although our findings have been illustrated above, several potential

limitations should be overcome in the future. First, all data were
downloaded from the PMC, which cannot generalize the results to
other bibliometric databases and disciplines.

Second, biases might occur when matching authors’ names to calculate the IRA because, in some cases, different authors have the
same name but with disparate author identity. Therefore, the result
of author relationship analysis using SNA might be influenced by
inaccuracy as a result of false author classification in this study.

Conclusion
The dominant nations were determined by the bibliometric indices
instead of those traditional publications applied only. The author-

weighted scheme (AWS) applied in this study is unique for improving evaluation of individual research achievements (IRA) in a fair

and reasonable manner. Many other topics besides the given GPC
should be further investigated applying the AWS to characterize
the features and patterns onto other disciplines in the future.
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